


Share the Story of Your Sims’ Rise to Fame!

Here is your chance to become a star and tell the story of your journey! Live out the rags to riches story 
with your Sims while being connected to your friends. Using new and innovative social features such 
as individual in-game news feeds and live updates, players are connected to each other like never 
before.

The Sims 3 Showtime allows you to share with your friends and fellow fans of The Sims without ever 
leaving the game. Venture into a new world and live the dream as singers, acrobats, magicians and 
DJs. Using the all-new SimPort feature, send your Sim into a friend’s game to perform in their world, 
book gigs in your friends’ town, go on tour and be reviewed. Along the way, earn rewards for achiev-
ing goals and accomplishing special challenges that can be tracked and shared via in-game social wall 
posts. Post your Sims’ successes, share gameplay techniques, create wishlists and send gifts, search for 
new friends and share memories through in-game news feeds and as e-cards.



Hey everyone! My name is Alexurt and I am the site owner 

and editor for SimsVIP! I am a long time simmer and com-

munity member, and I am also the one woman show who 

creates the text and photos for these awesomely free 

game guides! 

For you to be reading this here section, means that you 

are reading the PDF version of this guide. These wonderful 

PDF versions of the Guide would not be available without 

the help of our partner Petar over at SimHrvatska.

Hey Simmers, my name is Petar and I am owner of SimHrvat-ska. I am also designer PDF version of this guide and without great help I got from Alexurt this version wouldn’t exist. We did our best to make this guide better than others. 
I live in Slatina, small town in east Croatia. Many people know me from the first guide I created for SimsVIP, and I like that job. 

So when we started working on Showtime PDF version, we decided to make it best guide than other so if we did that, contact me by e-mail: jadek.petar@gmail.com or at SimsVIP website.



This chapter will show you why The Sims 3 SHowtime expansions is great for everyone! You can see 
new options, objects, and so much more!

New Game Options

This section includes details for all new game 
options available with Showtime. Images 
have been sized down in most cases, so just 
click the images for a larger view.

Simport & Game Achievements 

Simport is an all new way for you to go on 
tour and connect with friends. This option 
will allow you to send your Sim to a friends 
game and also allow you to host a friends’ 
Sim in your game. Using Simport will also un-
lock special rewards for you and a friend.
There are also brand new Sims 3 Game 
Achievements. When completing certain ac-
tions within your game, you can unlock spe-
cial badges to show off on your profile.

 New In Game Social Options

Whether you have Showtime installed or have 
updated to the latest 1.31 patch, you now 
have an option to log into the game with your 
Sims 3 Account and use a number of new fea-
tures. These new features include The Sims 3 
Exchange, Sims 3 Store, In Game Player Wall, 
Simport and the new Game Achievements. 
Your Sims 3 “My Page” has also changed.

Once you start up your game, you will notice 
a new option at the main menu to log in.

Note that you will need an internet connec-
tion to log in and use these new social fea-
tures.

You are not obligated in any way to log in at 
any time, unless of course you want to take 
advantage of the new social features and 
game achievements. If you choose to con-
tinue without logging in, a pop up prompt 
will appear to remind you, that you are not 
logged in. Click “Do not show this message 
again“, and this message will disappear for 
good.

What’s NewWhat’s NewWhat’s NewWhat’s New



If at any time you want to log in after you have 
entered the game, you can go to the Game 
Options via the Options panel in your game. 
Once there, log in and you will be able to use 
the social features.

You will also notice that Twitter and Facebook 
credentials have been added. These options 
will allow you to connect your game with 
your Twitter and Facebook accounts. You 
will be able to automatically share what you 
choose to these networks. This is completely 
optional and does not affect the regular sims 
3 social options when not linked.

From this tab you can also choose to dis-
able your online notifications that will pop 
up when new activity is happening on your 
player wall and within the social network.

If you decided to log into your game, you will 
now notice two new options via the options 
panel, while you are in the game. You can 
now easily access your Game Wall & Simport.

The Game Wall can be easily explained as an 
in game “social network”. You will be able to 
access your Sims 3 Profile and also commu-
nicate and share in game activity with friends. 
It basically gives you the option of using the 
sims 3 website, in game.



While you are in the game, you will notice a 
new notification box that will remain in place 
at all times. You can minimize it, so it doesn’t 
interfere with your screen. This is basically a 
shortcut for you to post a status update onto 
your profile.

Any friend requests, simport requests and 
other social activity will pop up in this box. 
You can disable these notifications by visiting 
the game options via the game menu.

You can double click your avatar on the 
above photo and it will take you directly to 
your news feed and player wall. Once there, 
you will be greeted with 5 new game tabs…

News Feed/Wall Updates (Tab #1)

Your news feed will consist of status updates, 
photos, Simport requests, memories and 
completed achievements. This is where all 
the action happens. You can like, comment 
and post status updates on your game wall. 
During the time your game wall is open, the 
game will auto-pause.

Achievements (Tab #2)

Your achievements page will show you the 
latest completed achievements from your 
game, as well as list all the achievements the 
game has to offer. You can filter the achieve-
ments by type, or scroll through them using 
the golden area at the top.

Profile/Player Page (Tab #3)

This tab will allow you to change and interact 
with your profile, just as you can on the Sims 
3 website. From here you can post a new 
status update, like and comment on your up-
dates, register a game, and share memories 
from your scrapbook.



Friends List (Tab #4)

On the friends tab you can add, remove, 
click to view and sort through all your friends. 
There is even an option to check an see who 
the latest active members were. This option 
can be helpful for those who want to accept 

and send Simport requests.

Sims News (Tab #5)

This area of your player wall will consist of 
news updates from Guru’s and The Sims 3 
team.

Place Snack Bowl 

You now have a new option to place a snack 
bowl on counters in your home! Click a coun-
ter and “Place Snack Bowl“. Choose from 
Candy, Nuts or Chips! They each cost §9 Si-
moleons.



Career Clothing Customization

There is a brand new option for players to use 
when choosing a career outfit for their Sims. 
You can now click a Sim and use the “Change 
Outfit >> Career” option to change your Sim 
into their work/profession outfits. You can 
also customize their career clothing by click-
ing a dresser/mirror and “Plan Outfit“.

Once you have entered CAS, you can click 
the “Career” button and begin selecting your 
career outfit. Use the + button to add up to 
3 outfits.

Create a Venue

In the Sims 3 Showtime, players can now 
build their own unique, one of a kind venue 
to host performances.  Select any community 
lot that fits your size needs, and build away! 
You can also edit existing lots as well.

The Buydebug section of the game contains 
stages, billboards, venue shells, show floor 
markers, audience slots and not to mention all 

the props! Venues can be created outdoors 
and indoors, which makes for a very creative 
possibility. To change the venue type, simply 
select a type via “Edit Town”.

New Social Interaction

Sims who advance in their Showtime careers 
will be able to use a brand new social inter-
action. “Ever heard of me?” is a new way to 
interact with other Sims, and check to see 
who knows you and who doesn’t!

Hire Professionals



If your Sims need some entertainment, wheth-
er it be boredom or a party, they can now use 
their Cell Phones to hire professionals! Simply 
“Call for Services” and select from an Acro-
bat, DJ, Magician or Singer!

Once you hire a professional, they will arrive 
at your home within 20 Sim minutes of call-
ing them. The only interaction available to you 
during their performance, is to watch them, 
but they do give a boost to any party!

New Collectibles
 
The Sims 3 Showtime introduces the Firefly 
(aka: Glow Bug)! There are a total of 8 brand 
new insects to catch around town, and they 
vary from common to rare.



Sea Bat Starfish

The Sea Bat Starfish is a new type of fish in-
cluded with Showtime. These new fish can 
be found as a “common” catch in the ocean, 
and they can also be purchased at the Super-
market.

New Woohoo Spots
 
  The Sims 3 Showtime    
  introduces two brand 
  new “WooHoo” spots!   
  Woohoo and Try for Babies in  
  the Magician’s Box of Mystery 
or Photo Booth!

The Box of Mystery is available to Magicians 
at Level 3 of their career, so just pull it out of 
their inventory, and place it on the ground. 
Your Sim will have to have a romantic relation-
ship with a Sim nearby to Woohoo or Try for 
a Baby.

The Photo Booth can found in Buy Mode, so 
purchase it and rock the camera! Your Sim 
will have to have a romantic relationship with 
a Sim nearby to Woohoo or Try for a Baby. 
Check out two videos below of Sims in ac-
tion!

New Creature – The Genie
          

There are a total of four ways for you to bring 
the powers of the Genie into your household. 
Genie’s can be both male or female, and they 
carry the same type of powers. Genie’s can 
grant your Sims a number of different wishes, 
but your Sims only get 3 wishes per Lamp. 
The Genie Lamp is indestructible.

Fun Facts  

-Genie’s Levitate instead of running, and are 
much faster than normal Sims.

-Genie’s are immune to fire, so neither them, 
or their lamp can perish in a fire.

-Genie’s can become ghosts, and they retain 
all their abilities after their passing.

-Genie’s and Sims can woohoo and try for 
babies. When trying for a baby with a Genie, 
there is a 50% chance of Genie, or Sim.

-Genie’s have longer lifespan’s than Sims.

Genie Lamp via Lifetime Happiness 
Rewards

The easiest way to get the Genie Lamp, is to 
save on 30,000 Lifetime Happiness Points and 
purchase it directly through the LHR panel. 
Once you have purchased it, it will be placed 
into your Sim’s inventory.



Genie Lamp via Exploring Catacombs

Head on over to the cemetery in your town 
after midnight, and Explore the Catacombs! 
The chances of coming back with the Genie 
Lamp are extremely rare, but it is possible if 
your Sim is lucky! The Cemetery in Starlight 
Shores offers a better than rare chance of giv-
ing your Sim the Genie Lamp.

Genie Lamp via The Electro Dance Sphere

When your Sim reaches level 10 of the Handi-
ness skill, they can upgrade the Electro Dance 
Sphere, to add the “Dimensional Gate“. The 
Dimensional Gate is exactly the same as “ex-
ploring the catacombs” in the cemetery.

During the time your Sim is inside the Dimen-
sional Gate, a number of pop ups will ap-
pear allowing you to choose your Sim’s Ad-
ventures. Sims will return with many different 
items from these adventures, but there is only 
a rare chance in finding and bringing back the 
Genie Lamp.

Genie Lamp via a Legendary Performance

As your Sim’s progress in any of the new per-
formance careers, the more likely they are to 
perform a “Legendary Performance” while on 
stage. There are a number of admirers that will 
attend your Concerts, but one of those ad-
mirers will offer your Sim a unique gift, which 
can be retrieved through your home mailbox.

Summon The Genie

Whichever way you have chosen to get your 
very own Genie Lamp, you are now able to 
Summon the Genie from it’s lamp. Genie’s of-
fer a variety of wishes for you to choose from, 
but you only get 3 wishes, so choose wisely.



Once a Genie Lamp is present in a house-
hold, it can be used by any member of the 
home. Genie Lamps are not owner specific, 
but if you worked hard to get it, make sure no 
one else uses your wishes!

Genies need to rest after every wish, so you 
are only allowed one wish every 12 hours. 
There are a total of 11 wishes for you to 
choose from, with the 11th wish available to 
Sims with the Evil Trait.

Sims can interact with Genie’s in the same 
manner they can other Sims. You can take 
your Genie out for night in town, be romantic 
with them, or make them your best friend.   

Genie Wishes

-Beauty – This wish increases a Sim’s chance 
of flirting, being kissed, loved etc. This wish 
beautifies your Sim permanently, giving them 
a better chance to execute Romantic Inter-
actions successfully. (Cannot be wished for 
twice) 
 
-Fortune – Need some extra cash? This wish 
adds a whopping 100,000 Simoleons to your 
household fund.
 
-Free The Genie – In order to complete this 
wish, you must have a very high relationship 
with the Genie. Freeing the Genie from it’s 
lamp will make it a member of the household. 
You will need to complete a number of steps 
to successfully free the Genie. (Explained Be-
low)
 
-Happiness – The Happiness wish gives a Sim 
the Eternal Joy moodlet (+25) permanently.
(Cannot be wished for twice)
 
-Large Family – The Large Family wish, gives a 
Sim the Feeling Fertile moodlet. This mood-
let will last until the Sim Tries for a baby. The 

attempt for baby will result in triplets every 
time.

-Long Life – This wish extends your Sim’s lifes-
pan by 30 days, serving as a “Young Again” 
potion, or Ambrosia type wish. (Cannot be 
wished for twice)
 
-Love – This wish will allow you to choose 
any Sim in your relationship panel, and make 
them fall in love with you instantly! Sims will 
also be given the Enchanted Love moodlet 
(+10) for 24 hours.
 
-More Wishes – Your Sims can try wishing 
for extra wishes, but there is only a very rare 
chance the Genie will grant you two extra’s!
 
-Resurrect Sim – If you have any Sim remains 
on your lot, you will be able to wish that the 
Genie bring them back to life, resulting in a 
Resurrected Sim added to the household.
 
-World Misery (Evil Trait Required) – Finally, 
the world is as miserable as you are! Your 
Sim will receive the Miserable (+25) moodlet 
for two whole days. (Cannot be wished for 
twice)
 
-World Peace – The birds are chirping, the sun 
is shining, and the world feels just a peace-
ful as you! Your Sim will receive the Peaceful 
(+25) moodlet for two whole days. (Cannot 
be wished for twice)

Freeing The Genie

When choosing your wishes, one of the wish-
es is to Free The Genie from it’s lamp. If com-
plete the following steps, you will be able 
to free the Genie and make it a controllable 
member of your household. Once you select 
this wish, you will be greeted with an oppor-
tunity to complete.



Once you have accepted this opportunity, 
you will need to complete a series of steps to 
completely free the Genie.
 
Step One – Freeze The Lamp – Click the re-
frigerator in your home and select “Freeze The 
Lamp“.
 
Step Two – Heat The Lamp – Click the oven in 
your home and select “Heat Lamp“.
 
Step Three – Explore Catacombs w/Lamp – 
Go to your local cemetery, click the Mausole-
um and select “Take the Lamp Underground”
 
Step Four – Free the Genie – Summon the 
Genie from it’s lamp in your inventory, and 
watch it set free from the chains!

Once a Genie is set free, they can no longer 
grant wishes.

The Genie is now a member of your house-
hold, and has the same needs as all other 
Sims. Along with the new found freedom, 
your Genie can now Ensorcel Non household 
member Sims,  Banish Sims, Magically Clean 
Sims/Home, & SummonFood of any type in 
perfect quality.

Genie’s can Ensorcel Sims that are not part of 
your household. Ensorcelling a Sim adds then 
to your Household for four hours, and re-
moves all autonomy from the Sim. Do as you 
please with this Sim, but after four hours, he/
she will return back to his normal life.

A genie can release a Sim from Ensorcellment 
at any time.

Genie Offspring

Once your Genie is freed from the lamp, your 
Sims can now “Try for baby” with a Genie. 
There is a 50/50 chance of your Babies being 
born with Powers. The powers a born genie 
will have are the same as their parent. They 
will not be able to grant wishes, but they do 
have the full powers of any freed from the 
lamp Genie.



Genie offspring also carry on their genes, and 
have the opportunity to pass on their powers 
to their children later in life.

Genie Offspring can begin using their powers 
as a Child.

Death by Magic

Magicians who use the Box of Danger to per-
form tricks, also run a chance of being bur-
ied alive...literally! When using the “Buried 
Alive” or “Watery Grave” interactions, there is 
a chance the magician will fail terribly at these 
tricks, resulting in death. Ghosts will appear 
invisible, with a grey-ish tone.

If you want to protect your Sim, you should 
save your game, or carry a Death Flower with 
you, prior to performing in the Box of Danger. 
Death by Magic, can strike at any time!

New Interactive Objects

Showtime comes with a whole bunch of new 
fan favorites! From the Mechanical Bull to the 
PhotoBooth, there are so many new toys for 
your Sims! This section explains these new 
objects and even has a few screens for you 
to see!

Karaoke Machine

The Karaoke Machine can be used for singing 
and duets by Children all the way to Elders. 
There are a variety of songs available to sing, 
but if your Sim is in the music career, they will 
unlock more songs as they progress in their 
profession.

While a Sim is singing or two Sims are singing 
a duet, other Sims can dance or watch the 
performance. If you have the Sims 3 Pets in-
stalled, your animals can Yowl, Howl and tap 
their hooves to the music.



Using the Karaoke Machine during a Sim’s 
childhood will increase their talent and ex-
perience, giving a head start to children who 
dream of being a singer one day!

Skee-Ball

Skee-ball is a fun new activity for Sims of all 
ages to play! Sims will wish for higher scores 
and get better as they play! How high of a 
score can your Sim get?

Pool Table

The pool table can be used by Teenagers, 
all the way up to ol’ gramps! the pool table 
is a fun new group, or solo activity. Sims can 
Play Pool solo, Play Pool with another Sim and 
even perform trick shots! Sims will get better 
as they play more, and the tricks gone wrong 
will definitely decrease too!
 
Tricks

8-Ball Frappe – Sims will set up a blender full 
of billiard balls and attempt to get the white 
ball inside while the blender is on! If the trick 
fails, the blender will tip and a few balls will 
be heading for his/her face!



Shave and a Haircut – Sims will set up a Xy-
lophone and attempt to hit brush it with the 
ball and make it into the pocket If the trick 
fails, the white ball will fall off the table!

Hole in Two – Sims will set up a plastic cup 
and attempt to get the ball into the cup, for it 
to fall backwards and pour it into the pocket 
for a hole in two! If the trick fails, the ball will 
fall off the table!

Putt Putt Gnome – Sims will set up their bil-
liard ball design and attempt to cheat the 
gnome and get the ball in the pocket. If the 
trick fails, Mr. Gnome will spin and whip the 
ball back in your face!

Plasma Punch Gyroscopic Conductor – 
(aka: Electro Dance Sphere)

A blast from the past! This Electro Dance 
sphere can be used by your Teens, Adults 
& Elders! Watch out on those high speeds 
though, you will get thrown out!

If your Sim has a level 10 Handiness Skill, 
they can upgrade this machine to included 
the Dimensional Gates. Entering the Dimen-
sional Gates is the same as exploring the 
“Catacombs” in the cemetery. Your Sim has 
a chance of coming home with a variety of 
goodies, including theGenie Lamp!



Golf Range

The Golf Range offers a new way for your Sims 
to gain the Athletic Skill! Teens to Elders can 
have a little fun on the green while they keep 
their physique in check. Inexperienced Sims 
will miss the ball when swinging,  break win-
dows (audio) and even break their golf club!

When Sims golf on a particular range, it will 
keep score of who has hit the farthest. Com-
plete details and the current record holder 
are kept track of.

Photo Booth

Bring on the normal, silly and romantic pho-
tos! Children and Teens can pack the booth, 
and take all the crazy photos their hearts de-
sire! Adult couples that are in love can take 
romantic photos, and even WooHoo in the 
Photo Booth! Be careful with those WooHoo 
photos! Sims should destroy all the evidence!

All photos that Sims take in the Photo Booth 
will be automatically added to their Inven-
tory. You can then click and drag them out to 
display.



DJ Booth

Sims can use the DJ Booth as a way to let 
loose after a long day at work or school, or 
they can Moonlight as a DJ to make some ex-
tra cash! Your Sims can take the DJ Booth out 
into the community via their inventory. Other 
Sims can watch the DJ and request music.

Sims as young as teens can DJ and there are 3 
Genres to choose from: Random, Funk & Dub-
step

Dominoes

Dominoes is a brand new table game for Chil-
dren and Adults to enjoy!

Table Arcade Games

Are your Sims competitive? Are your Children 
and Teens arguing about who can beat who? 
Well make sure you add one of the Arcade 
Games to your house and let the competi-
tions begin!

Mechanical Bull

Feelin’ crazy? Has a little too much Nectar? 
Have your Teens and Adults hop on the awe-
some Mechanical Bull! This bull is sure to add 
loads of fun to any community or residential 
lot! Watch out though, the bull might own



you! Can you conquer the bull? Test your skills 
and ride as an Easy Rider, Bucking Broncoor 
Crazy Cowboy!



The Sims 3 Showtime introduces all new ways to make your Sim unique! Select from Brand new Traits 
and Lifetime Wishes that will make your Sim sparkle on stage! Sims with the “Diva” trait can also perform 
a number of interactions “with flair”. 

Create A Sim

This section includes all the new hairstyles, 
accessories, shoes, makeup, tattoos, cloth-
ing, Traits, Lifetime Wishes, Music and Fa-
vorites that come with Showtime.

Female Adults – 20 Hairstyles, 11 Tops, 2 
Bottoms,  16 Outfits, 1 Swimsuit, 3 Earrings, 
2Necklaces, 2 Bracelets, 1 Glove,  4 Shoes, 2 
Styles of Facial Makeup
Female Teens – 4 Hairstyles, 5 Outfits, 2 Ear-
rings, 1 Bracelet, 1 Glove, 1 Pair of Shoes
Female Children – NONE
 
Male Adults – 8 Hairstyles, 1 Facial Hair, 22 
Tops, 5 Outfits, 1 Earring, 1 Watch, 3Shoes, 2 
Styles of Facial Makeup
Male Teens – 7 Hairstyles, 3 Tops, 1 Bottom, 
1 Outfit, 1 Earring, 1 Pair of Shoes
Male Children – NONE

Hairstyles

New SimologyNew SimologyNew SimologyNew Simology









Accesories, Makeup and Shoes

New Facial Hair (Adult-Elder Males)







Tattoos



Clothing















Traits
 
   Diva - Diva Sims are amazing   
  and don’t you forget it! When  
  they are good, they’re great, 
  and when they are bad,   
  they’re  better!
 
 
   Natural Born Performer  -   
  Natural Born Performer Sims 
  are most comfortable on a   
  stage, and never happier 
  than when they are in front of 
an audience.
 
 
   Social Butterfly – Social   
  Butterfly Sims aren’t happy   
  unless they’re socializing,   
  and will do just about
   anything to be the center of at-
tention.

Lifetime Wishes
 
   Master Acrobat – Many Sims  
  fall in love with tumbling and  
  jump head first into acro-  
  batics, hoping that their 
  leap of faith will end in sold 
out performances with crowds of adoring 
fans. It will take years of stretching, bending, 
and treating burns, but great strength of body 
– and perseverance - will eventually lead a 
Sim to the title of Master Acrobat.



  ExtraordinAIRe-Inator (20,000)  
  –  The ExtraordinAIRe-Inator   
  turns your house into a place   
  of meditation. Relax into it’s 
  fresh and soothing aromas.

  Fearless Voyager (Simport)   
  (20,000) – Sometimes you 
  take a voyage.  Sometimes the 
  voyage takes you. Either way, 
  it pays big to be fearless when 
going on tour via Simport.

  Perfect host (Simport) (20,000) 
  – You welcome your guest 
  with open arms and accom-
  modate their needs as if your  
  life depends on it….and this 
doesn’t go unnoticed. Your Sim’s household 
will receive more money, as well as Life-
time Happiness points, when hosting a Sim 
through Simport.

  That was Deliberate (15,000) 
  – Turn a stumble into a well   
  planned stride and a cracked 
  voice into an operatic bellow. 
  The audience is less likely to 
notice any mistakes that you may make while 
performing on stage.

Hidden Skills

The Sims 3 Showtime does not come with 
any visible skills for your Sims to level up on, 
but it does come with many hidden skills re-
lated to career & interactive objects.

(Reach Level 10 of the Acrobat Career)

  Master Magician – The world   
  of Magic and Illusion seems   
  exotic and mysterious to most 
  Sims. To make it as a magi-
  cian, your Sim must  mas-
ter  tricks ranging from making small ob-
jects appear to, to escaping compli-
cated death traps. It will be dangerous, 
but success will surely lead to fame and 
glory as a world renowned illusionist.

(Reach Level 10 of the Magician Career)

  Vocal Legend – Everyone   
  dreams of being the next idol, 
  and being worshiped by mil-
  lions of Sims around the   
  world. But can you work 
through the years of stress and obscurity to 
reach the heights of super-stardom?

(Reach Level 10 of the Singer Career) 

Lifetime Happiness Rewards
 
  Born to Cook (20,000) –   
  Become a better chef without  
  spending years slaving over 
  a hot stove! Increase the qual-
  ity and taste of your food!

  Dusty Old Lamp (30,000) –   
  This lamp can make all your   
  wishes comes true with only a  
  little polishing.

  Engaging (10,000) – The audi-
  ence will hang on the slightest  
  movement or quietest whis-
  per that you produce. Your   
  successes on stage will be 
more prevalent, and your fails less significant.



genre, and also adds new songs to the Pop 
Genre.

Indie Genre

-Not Your Fault – Awolnation
-We Are Young – Fun
-Tonight – Seether
-You Me And The Boatman – Quiet Company
 

Pop Genre

-Don’t Wanna Go Home – Jason Derulo
-This City – Patrick Stump
-Betrayed – Tiny Dancer
-Loo Mah – Wanae Lockrell
-For The Kids Of The Multiculture – Sonic 
Boom Six

Call for Sing-A-Gram

Sims can now use their Cell Phones to “Call 
for Sing A Gram”. Choose from Romantic, You 
are Special, Celebration & Cheer Up. Once 
you select your Sing A Gram, you can choose 
which singer you want to come perform for 
you.

Children cannot use this option

-Acrobat Career – Levels 1 – 10
-DJ Turntable – Levels 1 – 5
-Dominoes – Levels 1 – 10
-Gambling  – Levels 1 -10
-Golfing – Levels 1 – 10
-Magician Career – Levels 1 – 10
-Pool – Levels 1 – 10
-Singer Career – Levels 1 – 10

New Foods, Plants and Recipes

Showtime comes with a new variety of reci-
pes, foods & a new plant! Your vegetarian 
Sims are going to be super duper happy with 
the new Tofu and Banana Foods! These items 
can be purchased at the supermarket, and 
your Sims can cook these new recipes. Sims 
can also plant and harvest Banana Trees.

-Stuffed Turkey
-Fried Peanut Butter and Banana Sandwich
-Vegetarian Dim Sum
-Spaghetti w/Veggie Sauce
-Tri Tip Tofu Steak
-Veggie Burger
-Veggie Rolls
-Vegetarian Lobster Thermidor
-Vegetarian Grilled Salmon
-Vegetarian Fish & Chips
-Cheese Tofu Steak
-Tofu Dog

New Music Types

The Sims 3 Showtime includes Indie as a new 



Sims 3 Showtime is all about the newest professions! Your Sims can become Acrobats, Magicians & 
Singers! The more your Sims practice, the more interactions & rewards are unlocked, and the better 
they perform. Will your Sims rise to the top?

As you progress throughout your profession, 
your Sims will audition for gigs and many of 
them will turn into steady gigs! Click your Sims 
to give them their very own Stage Name, so 
they stand out in front of the rest!

The more expertise your Sim acquires, the 
better chance they have of being asked to 
perform at Big Show Venues. Your Sims can 
try auditioning for any Venue’s proprietor, but 
unless they have the goods to jaw drop the 
audience, they won’t get the job!
 

Use the Newspaper or Computer to sign up 
for any of the new professions. 

Acrobats
 
  Dramatic, Athletic and 
  Flexible? Acrobats use their   
  bodies to perform tricks 
  that stun, dazzle and 
  amuse audience after audi-
ence. You’ll need jelly limbs, a head like a 
rock, and an iron will to succeed on stage. 
Your Sims will often receive a new career out-
fit, which can be completely customized.

It’s ShowtimeIt’s ShowtimeIt’s ShowtimeIt’s Showtime



 Responsibilities (all levels): Perform for Tips, 
Increase Athletic Skill, Get Gigs

Aspiring Mime (Level 1)

A World Class Acrobat performs all types of 
physical feats. Learning to mime, teaches bal-
ance and body control. It’s also a great way to 
attract a crowd and earn Simoleons.

Stipend: $275/week
Work Hours:  Open work hours
Added Interactions: Miming - Human 
Statue, Walking in the wind, Pulling a rope & 
Trapped in a box

Novice Juggler (Level 2)

Now that you’ve master the art of Mime, 
you’re ready to juggle a few more tricks into 
your act!



Stipend: $340/week + Improved Expertise
Work Hours:  Open work hours
Added Interactions:  Juggling - Use Fire 
Baton, Juggle clubs, Juggle Torches, Juggle 
Knives

Performance Artist (Level 3)

The word is spreading, and Sims are coming 
from all over town to see you perform. Keep 
practicing and performing, and opportunity 
will soon come knocking.

Stipend: $400/week + Improved Expertise
Work Hours:  Open work hours
Added Interactions:  N/A

Contortionist (Level 4)

With a new costume and an expanding rep-
ertoire of entertaining exploits, you’re on your 
way to fame and fortune!

Stipend: $525/week + Improved Expertise
Work Hours:  Open work hours
Added Interactions:  Contortion - Perform 
Contortion

Ace of Agility (Level 5)

Adding astounding contortion to your act 
amazed audiences. You’re rising from a street 
performer to a Performance Artiste.



Stipend: $650/week + Improved Expertise
Work Hours:  Open work hours
Added Interactions:  N/A
 
Novice Balancer (Level 6)

Now you’ll take your stage performance to 
new heights…literally! Performing atop the 
Balance Ball is demanding and dangerous, 
but it’s sure to thrill audiences!

Stipend: $850/week + Improved Expertise
Work Hours:  Open work hours
Added Interactions:  Perform Ball-derdash, 
The Big Bounce & Ball-erina on the Balance 
Ball.
Reward: Balance Ball (Sim Inventory)

Master of Balance (Level 7)

With your balancing act added to the mim-
ing, juggling and twirling, your versatility is 
truly impressive…as is your new stage outfit!

Firefly (Level 8)

You’ve been playing with fire for a while now, 
but nothing as spectacular as the legendary 
Giant Ring of Fire!



Stipend: $1,475/week + Improved Expertise
Work Hours:  Open work hours
Added Interactions:  Perform Blazing Ballet, 
Firey Faceplant & Flaming Fliptease on the Gi-
ant Ring of Fire.
Reward: Giant Ring of Fire (Sim Inventory)

Fire Dancer (Level 9)

Your fiery performances are the hottest ticket 
in town! All your hard work and dedication 
are finally paying off, and you earned it!

Stipend: $1,850/week + Improved Expertise
Work Hours:  Open work hours
Added Interactions:  N/A

Master Acrobat (Level 10)

It’s not easy to become a famous Acrobat, 
but you’ve done it! Your feats of strength and 
daring are legendary, and your shows are 
standing room only! Congrats!

Stipend: $2,475/week + Improved Expertise
Work Hours:  Open work hours
Added Interactions:  N/A

Magicians

  Following the path of mag-
  ic and illusions will never fail   
  to be exciting and unpredict-
  able! Amaze the large crowds  
  and small children with sense 
defying tricks. A love of the unknown and a 
disregard for death, will take one as far as the 
Magician. Your Sims will often receive a new 
career outfit, which can be completely cus-
tomized.

Responsibilities (all levels): Perform for Tips, 
Perform Illusions, Get Gigs



Novice Trickster (Level 1)

Your dream of becoming Master Magician 
begins with a wand, a coin, and a deck of 
cards. With a little practice, you’ll be turning 
these simple props into magic!

Stipend: $275/week
Work Hours:  Open work hours
Added Interactions:  Pull Coin from any 
Sim’s ear, Instant Cards, Wand into Magic

Newbie Illusionist (Level 2)
 

Keep practicing and performing for tips. You 
can now polish your act with new tricks, such 
as making birds and butterflies appear out of 
thin air!



Stipend: $340/week + Increased Expertise
Work Hours:  Open work hours
Added Interactions:  Appearing Butterflies 
& Free Birds

Sim of Mystery (Level 3)

Your sleight-of-hand tricks are impressive, but 
with the new “Box of Mystery” (and the as-
sistance of a volunteer), you’re entering the 
mystical world of illusions.

Stipend: $400/week + Increased Expertise
Work Hours:  Open work hours
Added Interactions:  Perform “Swords of 
Destiny” in Box of Mystery
Reward: Box of Mystery (Sim Inventory)

Conjurer (Level 4)

Time to heat up your act! You’re looking hot in 
a spiffy new Tuxedo, and you’ve now learned 
how to conjure Great Balls of Fire!

Stipend: $532/week + Increased Expertise
Work Hours:  Open work hours
Added Interactions:  Perform Hot Hands on 
other Sims and Conjure Fire Balls

Sleight-of-Hand Savant (Level 5)

You’re not just a novelty act anymore. Very 
few aspiring Magicians have mastered all the 
tricks in your repertoire. You’re making larger 
and larger audiences appear out of nowhere!



Stipend: $640/week + Increased Expertise
Work Hours:  Open work hours
Added Interactions:  N/A

Illusionist (Level 6)

You’re adding a legendary trick to the Box 
of Mystery: The Vanishing Sim! Don’t forget 
to bring your volunteer back. That’s bad for 
business!

Stipend: $840/week + Increased Expertise
Work Hours:  Open work hours
Added Interactions:  Perform “Appearing 
Objects” and Vanish Sims in the Box of Mys-
tery

Purveyor of Danger (Level 7)

Now that you’re mastering the Box of Mystery, 
you’re ready for the Box of Danger! Now it’s 
you who must risk life and limb as you are 
Buried Alive!

Stipend: $1,160/week + Increased Expertise
Work Hours:  Open work hours
Added Interactions: Perform “Buried Alive” 
in Box of Danger
Reward: Box of Danger

Spellcaster (Level 8)

In your snazzy new stage costume, audiences 
will be caught in the spell of your mesmeriz-
ing  feats of prestidigitation.



Stipend: $1,480/week + Increased Expertise
Work Hours:  Open work hours
Added Interactions:  N/A

Master Illusionist (Level 9)

Prepare to thrill your legion of admirers with 
the most dangerous trick of all, the Watery 
Grave escape! And then blow their minds 
with the ultimate illusion: Levitation!

Stipend: $2,000/week + Increased Expertise
Work Hours:  Open work hours
Added Interactions:  Can now Levitate self 
and perform “Watery Grave” in the Box of 
Danger

Master Magician (Level 10)

Abracadabra! You’ve turned yourself into a 
Master Magician! Every venue in town is look-
ing to book you for sold out performances. 
It’s like Magic!

Stipend: $3,600/week + Increased Expertise
Work Hours:  Open work hours
Added Interactions: Can now Levitate other 
Sims

Singers
 
  Being a singer is all about   
  singing, and to really succeed, 
  you need to willing to belt it 
  out anywhere. You’ll start off 
  singing for tips on the street 
and performing Sing-A-Grams for money, but 
if you show real promise, you’ll soon be on 
your way to sold our gigs and superstardom!



Singers can also perform on stage or on the 
streets with a guitar, however they cannotper-
form in a band from Late Night.

Responsibilities (all levels): Perform for Tips, 
Deliver Sing-a-Grams, Get Gigs

Sing-A-Gram Novice (Level 1)

You’re on your way to becoming a singing su-
perstar! But, for now, you have nothing but a 
dream. Delivering Sing-A-Grams is a way to 
practice singing and performing, while earn-
ing Simoleons.

Stipend: $275/week
Work Hours:  Open work hours
Unlocked Sing-A-Grams: Can perform “Cel-
ebration” & “Cheer Up” Sing-A-Grams for tips 
and Sims.
Unlocked Songs: Can sing and perform “One 
More Grey Day”



Sing-A-Gram Pro (Level 2)

You’re getting better with every Sing-A-Gram 
you perform! Now you have a new Sing-A-
Gram to add to your repertoire…the Roman-
tic Sing-A-Gram!

Stipend: $340/week
Work Hours:  Open work hours
Unlocked Sing-A-Grams: Can perform “Ro-
mantic” Sing-A-Grams for tips and Sims.
Unlocked Songs: Can sing and perform “Oo-
gie Fever”
 
Talented Amateur (Level 3)

You’re the most popular Sing-A-Gram deliv-
erer, and you’re getting noticed for your sing-
ing talents. You now have a few songs and 
four Sing-A-Grams, so keep at it, and soon 
you might just get your lucky break!

Stipend: $400/week
Work Hours:  Open work hours
Unlocked Sing-A-Grams: Can perform “You 
are Special” Sing-A-Grams for tips and Sims.
Unlocked Songs: Can sing and perform 
“New Glitz”

Local Favorite (Level 4)

Time to work your star image. There’s a brand 
new stage outfit, and with your original songs 
and four Sing-A-Grams recorded, you can 
now sell your album for exposure and Simo-
leons!



Stipend: $532/week
Work Hours:  Open work hours
Unlocked Songs: Can sing and perform 
“Maybe it’s Better this Way”
New Interaction: Interact with any Sim & 
“Sell Album”

Local Phenomenon (Level 5)

You’re getting good… and this is no time to 
be humble. Get out there and tell people 
how good you are, then back it up with an 
awesome new song.

Stipend: $640/week
Work Hours:  Open work hours
Unlocked Songs: Can sing and perform ”It 
hurts both ways”
New Interaction: ”Talk about Vocal Skills” to 
other Sims

 Rising Star (Level 6)

Are you ready to pump up your stage perfor-
mance? With a new Front Stage Kit, another 
new song, and a new stage move, you’re go-
ing to wow the crowd!

Stipend: $840/week
Work Hours:  Open work hours
Unlocked Songs: Can sing and perform 
“Don’t Say Not Now”
Reward: Front Stage Kit

Headliner (Level 7)

You’re not just a singer anymore – you’re be-
coming a performer! Time to unveil a new 
stage outfit, a fresh new song, and a stylin’ 
new move to rock the house!



Stipend: $1,160/week
Work Hours:  Open work hours
Unlocked Songs: Can sing and perform ”Hot 
and Foxy”

Star (Level 8 )

Isn’t it great being invited to perform, instead 
of begging for an opportunity? You now have 
a bunch of songs, a new stage move,  and 
even more ways to thrill your growing legion 
of fans!

Stipend: $1,480/week
Work Hours:  Open work hours
Unlocked Songs: Can sing and perform ”Wig 
Wig Wag”

Superstar (Level 9)

You’re a Star! The biggest venues in town want 
you to headline their shows! You’re hitting the 
big time, so enjoy every minute of it!

Stipend: $2,000/week
Work Hours:  Open work hours
Unlocked Songs: Can sing and perform 
”Freeing Myself”

Vocal Legend (Level 10)

This is it! Your dreams of becoming a super-
star singer have finally come true! Sold out 
shows, huge crowds and adoring fans! Soak 
it all up, because you deserve it!



Stipend: $3,600/week
Work Hours:  Open work hours
Unlocked Songs: Can sing and perform 
”We’re Moving Slow”

Gigs and Performances

As your Sims’ expertise level increases, the 
more gigs and performances they will per-
form. When any Showtime Sim begins their 
career, they will naturally have to perform 
enough gigs to increase their talent. Reviews 
and talent play a big role in a Sims career. The 
better your Sim gets, the more shows they 
will put on. If they are good enough, they will 
get a steady gig, with even more income!

Gigs

Soon as a Sim joins any of the new careers, 
they can begin auditioning for gigs at local 
venue’s, Bistro’s, Coffeehouses and Parks, to 
gain experience. The more expertise they 
have the better chances of landing more gigs! 
Prepare your Sim to impress the proprietors, 
by practicing the interactions available to 
them.

Once your Sim is comfortable performing, 
head into map mode to look for proprietors 
to audition for. Some proprietors are only 
available certain times, however you can visit 
the location and “summon the proprietor”.

Proprietors will marked with an Orange Icon 
in Map Mode

Once your Sim auditions for a proprietor, they 
will be informed on whether or not they have 
a chance to perform the gig. Your Sim is more 
likely to land small time gigs immediately, but 
some proprietors will think your Sim does not 
have what it takes for their location. A little 
more practice will help make every audition 
successful!

As your Sim progresses in their career and 
start to get noticed, they may even receive a 
proposed gig or a Steady Gig! Steady Gigs 
will allow your Sim to perform at a specific 
venue on a steady basis. Proposed Gigs are 
offered to Sims who have been noticed, and 
those can turn into steady gigs as well. Pro-
posed Gigs are normally offered to level 4 
career and higher.



If your Sim manages to set up steady gigs, you 
can keep track of those, and any upcoming 
(non steady) gigs, via your Gig Schedule. The 
gig schedule is located in the “Career” tab, 
and steady gigs will be checked off.

Sims can have many gigs (steady or not), as 
long as they do not interfere with any already 
accepted gigs. Gigs can be canceled at any 
time, so just click the location of any gig to 
cancel it.

Big Show Performances

Once your Sim has done gig after gig after gig, 
they can start performing big time! Tired of 
the same ol street and hangout? How about 
some Big Show Venues! When your Sim has 
gained enough experience and stage time, 
they can begin auditioning for Big Shows. If 
your Sim has made a good name for them-

selves, they will even be invited to perform a 
Big Show!

Sims may receive direct notifications from 
proprietors, or an opportunity within the 
game will arise.

No need to worry if you do not get an invite, 
with the proper skills and expertise, your Sim 
can visit Live & Big Venues to audition for a Big 
Show Performance. Proprietors may or may 
not accept your audition, but either way,  you 
will be one step closer to the big stage.

When you arrive at the big show, you will 
be given an option to customize your stage, 
or use the venue’s stage. Unlike regular local 
gigs, big show performances come com-
plete with a one of a kind stage, and a huge 
crowd to cheer you on! Make sure your Sim 
knows what he/she is doing, or else you may 
just bomb the show!



Before, During & After Performances

There is so much that goes into a perfor-
mance, that preparing for it can make any Sim 
nervous! There are so many interactions and 
features to experience as a performer, or as 
a guest at a show. This section will give you 
some of the basic info you need to nail the 
performance!

  Note that the following options are available 
during your solo game play, as well as Sim-
port.

Before Performances

Approximately two hours before any Sim is 
due on stage, you can head on over to the 
location of your gig/performance and set up 
the stage. If by chance you don’t arrive early, 
don’t worry, you will automatically have the 
option to set up your stage right before the 
show begins.

Once you arrive at the location, you can click 
on the stage and choose to use the Venue’s 
Setup, your own custom setup, or a previ-
ously saved setup.

Note that when/if you save a custom stage 
setup, you are only allowed one save. If you 
save a 2nd setup, your original will be re-
placed.

Whichever selection you make will automati-
cally take you into buy mode > Stage Props. 
From there, you can choose from many differ-
ent props, lights, backdrops, FX Pods…etc!

During Performances

Whether you’re the performer themselves, 
or just a member of the audience, there are 
always fun things to do! Audience members 
can interact with performers, and the per-
former can interact with the audience!

To start off, members of the audience can 
request interactions from a performer. When 
you visit a venue to see a performance, sim-
ply click the Sim on stage and choose from a 
pop up menu of options. Depending on the 
expertise level of the Sim, depends on what 
interactions you can request.
 
  If you were visiting the performance of an 
Acrobat, you would have the following op-
tions to choose from when clicking the per-
former (and more depending on their Career 
Level)…



Another really fun part of being in the audi-
ence, is that you can Heckle and Throw stuff 
at the performer! From “booing” to throwing 
Cow Plants, the options are endless!

Anything you throw at a performer will land in 
their Sim inventory, and they can take it home 
with them. Check out the variety of items for 
you to throw at performers, and what can be 
thrown at you!



On Stage With Magicians

While your Magician is performing on stage, 
they have an additional option to use the 
audience to boost their performance! When 
your Sims have the “Box of Mystery” or the 
ability to “Levitate Self/Sim“, they can use the 
extra interactions on stage.

These extra stage interactions are only avail-
able to Magicians.

After Performances

After your Sim has completed their stage 
performance, it is time to find out how they 
did! If your performance was a success, you 
may even land a steady gig and some great 
reviews!

If your Sim did a superb job on stage, they 
will be given a great review, some more stage 
time and a moodlet to go with it! On the other 
hand, Sims who bombed their performance 
will receive bad reviews and moodlets along 
with them!

Sims who’s performances are “Legendary” , 
may even receive the Genie Lamp!

SimFest



Simfest is a free weekly talent show right in 
your town! Sims can gather and watch the 
town’s best (and worst!) performers on stage, 
and if your Sim is a performer, they can ask 
the proprietor to join Simfest too! Performers 
will also gain experience in their career when 
performing at SimFest.

At the end of the show, a winner is an-
nounced, and if your Sim is better than the 
rest, you will receive a Simfest “Winner’s Tro-
phy“, as well as a “SimFest Winner!” moodlet. 
Interactions and options at Simfest, are the 
same as any other performance.

 

Simfest is a random talent show, and once 
the game generates a day and time, you will 
be alerted via a notification and a map view 
mark.





Starlight Shores is all about your Sims biggest dream. New Hollywood styled world will tell your Sims 
how rich and famous people live in real live and how they enjoy in their fame.

Town

Showtime comes complete with a new Town, 
Community Lots,  Pre-made Households and 
beauty.  Below is all the detail on this new 
California Style town named Starlight Shores.

Starlight ShoresStarlight ShoresStarlight ShoresStarlight Shores







New Community Lots

Sims 3 Showtime will bring any of your neigh-
borhoods new types of community lots. 
Upon opening any town that is not Starlight 
Shores, you will be greeted with a message 
that will allow you to place all the new lots. 
The new community lots are aways readily 
available in Edit Town mode.

With this expansion, you also receive new 
Community type options in Edit Town.

Coffeehouse - The new Coffeehouse venue 
is a hangout type lot where your Sims can en-
joy some me time, or hang out with a group 
of friends. You can also add some of the new 
Showtime interactive content to spice it up! 
Performers are able to perform and audition 
for gigs here.
 
Live Show Venue – The Live Show Venue is 
an open “hangout” type lot, which your Sims 
can visit at any time, and will also be the ven-
ue where they perform their firsts gigs.
 
Private Venue – The Private Venue is a 
hangout type lot that has set business hours 
just like the clubs in the Late Night expan-
sion. Your Sim can visit this private venue at

any time during normal business hours. Your 
Showtime Sims will also be able to perform 
for private parties & put on a show in a Private 
Venue.
 
Big Show Venue – The Big Show Venue is a 
performance venue for you Sims. You will not 
be able to enter the building unless you have 
been granted a chance to perform there.  This 
is the largest type of show your Sim could 
ever perform at.







ObjectsObjectsObjectsObjects
New Buy Objects & Props

Showtime comes with 110 buy mode ob-
jects & 55 props for you to use! Some of the 
objects are interactive and add additional 
gameplay for your Sims. The new props of 
buy mode can be used to decorate your 
home & venue stage, and most of them serve 
as usable furniture for your home too!

Buy Mode Objects

Bars & Stools



Beds

Cars

Chairs & Sofas



Decor



Decor



Dressers

Electronics

Hobbies & Interactive Stuff





Kitchens

Lights



Mirrors



Misc. Decor
Outdoor



Outdoor Activities

Plants



Tables



TVS

New Buy Mode Props

The following 55 props are the ones that are 
included with Showtime for you to deco-
rate your stages with. These items are found 
in regular buy mode, so you can always use 
them to decorate your home as well. You can 
unlock many more props & outfits for your 
Sims by using Simport.











New Build Mode Objects

Showtime comes complete with 44 new 
Build Objects. From Columns to terrain paint, 
windows and doors… Showtime has lots of 
new stuff for you to build more!



Arches

Columns

Doors

Fences



Floors



Stairs

Trees



Windows

New BuyDeBug Objects

Showtime’s buydebug comes with 33 new 
items for you to unlock while you cheat. In 
buydebug, you will also find the audience 
slots and stage slots you need to build a ven-
ue.







Edit Town Rabbit Holes & Community Lot 
Content

Showtime adds some new items for you to 
decorate your Town & Lots with, as well as 
some new redesigned Rabbit holes of lots 
already in the game. (School, Diner, City Hall 
etc)







Simport is the Sims 3 Showtime’s exclusive social feature. Simport allows you to send your Sims on 
tour to another player’s game, and allows you to host another player’s Sim. Simporting between games 
will boost your Sim’s career, unlock exclusive sets with props and outfits, and add Simoleons an-
dLifetime Happiness Points to your household. The Simport feature only works if both the sender and 
receiver have Showtime installed.

Simport allows you to send up to four Sims 
in your household, but only allows you to 
host one Simat a time. The Sims that you send 
and receive, must meet the criteria and ex-
perience required for the specific tour stop. 
If your Sim is a level 10 in Acrobatics for ex-
ample, they will not be able to perform a tour 
stop which requires a Level 7 Acrobat, even 
though their level of expertise is above the 
requirement. Each Sim must fit the criteria for 
any specific tour stop.

Accepting and sending Simport requests can 
be done within your Simport Book, as well 
as your in game Player Wall. You have the op-
tion to send out Simport requests to anyone 
on your Sims3.com friend list specifically, or 
you can post a general request which can be 
accepted by any member on your friends list.

Important  

-Before sending and receiving Simport re-
quests, it is highly recommended to save your 
game. In the event of any lost Sims, crashing, 
or other unfortunate issues while Simporting, 
at least you will have the latest save of your 

game.

-Third Party Custom Content & Sims 3 Store 
Content will not transfer with Sims. If a friend 
sends you a Sim with any content you do not 
have in your own game, the Simport process 
will automatically replace them with default 
items in your game.

-When Sending and Receiving Simport Re-
quests, you do not have any control over the 
touring Sim. When you send your Sim into 
someone else’s game, you will not see your 
Sim, but you will receive notifications of what 
is happening if you are online at the time. Sim-
port is not a form of multiplayer gameplay.

-Simport requests are only valid for one (1) 
day. If the request has not been fulfilled with-
in a 24 hour period, you will have to resend 
the request. If you do not attend a Simport 
performance, you will not receive any tour 
stamps or rewards.

-It is required that you have a minimum of two 
Sims in a household in order to Simport.

Sending a Simport Request (Career Stops)

There are two ways to send your Sims on tour. 
One way is to accept Simport Requests from 
friends who want to host a Sim, and the other 
is to send a Sim of your choice, while select-

Simport & RewardsSimport & RewardsSimport & RewardsSimport & Rewards



ing when and where to perform. You can only 
accept Simport requests from friends if you 
qualify for the tour.

To begin Sending Sims on tour, open your 
Simport Book and select “Send a Sim”. You 
will then be guided through steps to help 
you choose a Sim to send, a Venue Location, 
Career Type and a friend to host your Sim.

Depending on what career Sims you have 
available in your household, will depend on 
which career stamps are unlocked for use. If 
you have any career Sim in your household, 
all venue stamps will be unlocked, however 
not all career stamps may be unlocked.

For example, if you have only a Singer in your 
household, the Acrobat & Magician Stamps 
will be locked until you have a qualified Sim. 
Another example of locked stamps is when 
a Sim in your household does not qualify for 
certain tours.

Locked Stamp —— Unlocked Stamp

Now that you have chosen a qualified Sim 
from your household, you are ready to choose 
your Venue and Career type. You can choose 
from 5 Venues and 3 Careers.

You are now ready to select a friend(s) to host 
your Sim! You can choose one friend in par-
ticular, or you can choose to send out a mass 
Simport request. Sending a mass Simport re-
quest will allow everyone on your friends list, 
a chance to accept. Only one friend will be 
able to accept, complete and be rewarded 
per request.



Pick a friend, any friend!

Your Sim will be held in the “Pending Sim-
port Tour” box until someone accepts your 
Sim into their game. Once someone accepts 
the request to host your Sim, your Sim will 
become uncontrollable and leave in a Limo. 
Once your Sim performs for your friend, you 
better hope they make it to the show!

If your Sim completes the tour, but your 
friends never made it to the venue to 
watch, you will not be rewarded with a 
Simport Stamp or extra Simoleons/Life-
time Points.

If your friend successfully attends your Sim’s 
show while on tour, you and your friend will 
be rewarded with a Simport Stamp.

This completes your Simport Send Request, 
and your Sim will now return home. If you’re 
lucky, you may even come back with some 
awesome inventory goodies that were thrown 
at you during the concert! You will however, 
receive Simoleons and Lifetime Happiness 
Points for your time.

Hosting a Sim (Venue Stops)

There are two ways to Host a Sim. One way is 
to accept Simport Host Requests from friends 
who want to send a Sim on tour, and the other 
is to host a Sim of your choice, while select-
ing when and where a Sim will perform.

To begin Hosting Sims on tour, open your 
Simport Book and select “Host a Sim”. You 
will then be guided through steps to help 
you choose a friend who’s Sim you want to 
host, a Venue Location and a Career Type.

When hosting Sims, you do not need to worry 
about any career type stamps being locked. 
Those will remain open during a Host, but



only a friend who’s Sim fits the criteria will be 
allowed to accept the Simport request.

To begin hosting a Sim, select the Venue & 
Career type!

Once you have decided on a “who” and 
“where”, you can select either a specific Sim 
to host, or send out a Mass Simport Hosting 
request to your friends list.  Sending a mass 
Simport request will allow everyone on your 
friends list, a chance to accept. Only one 
friend will be able to accept, complete and 
be rewarded per request.

One a friend accepts the invitation to send 
their Sim to your game, you will be greeted 
with a notification, letting you know who has 
accepted. You will then be allowed to con-
firm your decision on completing the hosting 
request.

Once you have accepted the request, your 
friend’s Sim will be on their way to your town! 
You will be notified of their arrival, so make 
sure you attend! If you do not attend the 
Sims’s performance, you and your friend will 
miss out on the rewards!

On the day your friend’s Sim is scheduled 
to arrive, you will be able to check the Map 
View of your town for details on their show. 
The venue at which they will perform, will 
display a red marker.

About 15 minutes before the show, your 
game will ask you to choose the Venue Set 
up. You can choose to create a custom stage 
with Buy Mode Props, or you can use the 
Venue’s default layout.



Once you have decided on props, you can 
now sit back and watch the show! During the 
performance you can even toss some items 
at the Sim, which will land in their invento-
ry and go back home with them. Once the 
show ends, the Sim will return to their home, 
and your Sim may even receive an awesome 
moodlet!

Simport Rewards
 
During the time you spend sending and re-
ceiving Sims between games, you and others 
will be rewarded by completing the stamp 
sets in your Simport Book.

There are a total of 9 Simport Exclusive Sets. 
To unlock all sets, you will need to collect 45 
Career Stamps & 45 Venue Stamps. Once you 
have complete all 90 Stamps, you will be re-
warded with the 9th and final “Steampunk” 
themed set. (Pictured Above)

Unlocked rewards will automatically be add-
ed to your game.





The Sims 3 has added the ability to complete “quest type” achievements within the game. Below you 
will find the complete list of Sims 3 Achievements along with their type (Bronze, Silver, Gold & Plati-
num). Make sure to check your “Badges Page” on the Sims3.com, to check when each achievement will 
expire, as some are only available for a limited time.

All achievements on this pages are listed in alphabetical order. Each achievement includes the award 
badge, type and description.

  8-Second Rider (Silver)   
  *Requires The Sims 3   
  Showtime

  Description: Ride the Mechan-
ical Bull at the Crazy Cowboy or Crazy Cow-
girl setting 5 times in a row without getting 
Pwned

  A New Vice (Gold)

  Description: Have a Sim  
  work their way up to, but  
  no higher than, Vice President 
in both the Business and Political careers

  A Novel Way to Play   
  (Platinum)

  Description: Have your   
  Sims write 80 novels

  A Week About Me    
  (Bronze) *Requires The   
  Sims 3 Showtime

  Description: Have a Sim get   
  the It’s All About Me moodlet 
7 days in a row

  Abracadabra (Bronze)   
  *Requires The Sims 3  
  Showtime

  Description: Have a Magician 
perform 20 tricks

  Acrobat Around (Silver)   
  *Requires The Sims 3 
  Showtime

  Description: Have an Acrobat 
Sim perform at least once at each venue type

  Acromaniac! (Silver) 
  *Requires The Sims 3 
  Showtime

  Description: Have a Sim fulfill 
the Master Acrobat Lifetime Wish

  All About Town (Bronze)   
  *Requires The Sims 3 
  Showtime

  Description: Send a Sim to 
perform in a Park, a Coffeehouse, a Live Show 
Venue, a Private Venue, and a Big Show Ven-
ue!
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  All The Park’s a Stage   
  (Bronze) *Requires The Sims 
  3 Showtime

  Description: Host a friend’s 
Singer, Acrobat, and Magician in a Park

  As Hard as it Looks (Bronze) 
  *Requires The Sims 3 
  Showtime

  Description: Have your Acro-
bat Sim perform all 3 Giant Ring of Fire tricks 
in a row, without failing

  Best in Bistro (Bronze) 
  *Requires The Sims 3 
  Showtime

  Description: Have your per-
former Sim win a SimFest at a Coffeehouse

  Bestest Bicycle (Bronze) 

  Description: As a Paper Boy or  
  Paper Girl, boast about your   
  bicycle

  Big Meany! (Silver)

  Description: Be Mean to 200   
  Sims

  Blown Away! (Bronze) 
  *Requires The Sims 3 
  Showtime

  Description: Have your Ac-
robat get blown away while trying to walk 
against the wind

  Bon Appétit! (Gold) 

  Description: Have your Five-  
  Star Chef Sim serve perfect   
  Lobster Thermidors 20 times

  Book it! (Bronze)
 
  Description: Have your Sim   
  visit the bookstore

  Born To Do This (Gold) 
  *Requires The Sims 3 
  Showtime

  Description: Have Sims with 
the Natural Born Performer trait get the Born 
To Do This moodlet 40 times

  Brawler (Gold)

  Description: Have Sims win 
  30 fights

  Buddy Cop (Bronze)

  Description: Have your Sim   
  join the Law Enforcement 
  Career and become best 
friends with their partner before becoming a 
Traffic Cop

  Burnout (Bronze)

  Description: Have your Sim   
  work too hard

  Buzzed! (Bronze) 

  Description: Have your Coffee  
  Courier Sim drink 5 hot   
  beverages without getting a 
Buzz Crash

  Captain Sim of the Sci-Fi   
  Future (Gold)

  Description: Have your   
  Astronaut Sim successfully 
complete 10 Sci-Fi Adventures on the SimLife 
Goggles



  Center of Attention (Silver)  
  *Requires The Sims 3 
  Showtime

  Description: Have your Sim 
sing 20 songs on a Karaoke Machine

  Chess King Thrice (Platinum)

  Description: Play Chess three   
  times

  Computer Profiler (Gold)

  Description: Have your Sim   
  join the Forensic Analyst   
  branch of the Law 
Enforcement Career then Question 30 Sims

  Crime Never Pays (Silver)

  Description: Have your Con   
  Artist Sim go to jail

  Delivery Please! (Bronze)

  Description: Have your Sim   
  order a pizza

  Desperate Diva (Silver) 
  *Requires The Sims 3 
  Showtime

  Description: Have your Diva 
Sim request compliments from 30 other Sims

  Discount DJ (Silver) 

  Description: As a Part-Time   
  Shopping Music DJ, buy   
  something with a coupon

  Domino Effect (Gold) 
  *Requires The Sims 3 
  Showtime

  Description: Win 20 games of 
dominoes

  Double Magic Legend 
  (Platinum) *Requires The 
  Sims 3 Showtime

  Description: Perform a Leg-
endary Magician Show in a Big Show Venue 
as a Genie

  Dynamic Duo (Bronze) 
  *Requires The Sims 3 
  Showtime

  Description: Have your Sim 
sing 5 duets on a Karaoke Machine

  Enchanting (Gold) 
  *Requires The Sims 3 
  Showtime

  Description: Have your Sim 
ensorcel 100 Sims

  Enemy of the People (Silver)

  Description: Have a Sim make  
  15 enemies

  Evil is a Lifestyle (Silver)

  Description: Have your Sim   
  fulfill the Emperor of Evil 
  Lifetime Wish

  Evil Sweets (Gold)

  Description: Have a Sim 
  become an Emperor of Evil in 
  the Criminal Career then serve 
20 batches of great cookies



  Exercise in Fertility (Gold)

  Description: Get a Sim to have  
  15 children

  Fit as a Fiddle (Gold) 

  Description: Have Sims   
  perform 200 Hours of Cardio   
  Workouts

  Foot in the Door (Silver)

  Description: Have a Part-Time  
  Spa Ringer Up-er join the   
  Business Career

  For an Evil Cause (Platinum)

  Description: Have an Evil Sim  
  donate §30,000 to Undermine  
  Charity

  Friends in High Places   
  (Silver)

  Description: Have your Vice   
  President Sim be friends with 
their boss

  Gaggle of Checkmates   
  (Gold)

  Description: Have a Sim win   
  15 Ranked Chess matches

  Genie Out of Bottle (Bronze) 
  *Requires The Sims 3 
  Showtime

  Description: Free a Genie

  Get Physical! (Bronze)

  Description: Have your Sim   
  workout or perform some 
  other physical activity until 
they are Fatigued

  Ghost of a Chance (Bronze)

  Description: Have your Sim   
  complete the OH My Ghost  
  opportunity

  Go for a Dip (Bronze)

  Description: Have your Sim   
  visit the Public Pool

  Goin’ Fishin’ (Bronze)

  Description: Visit a Fishing   
  Spot in Town

  Going for the Gold (Gold)   
  *Requires The Sims 3 
  Showtime

  Description: Have a Sim sell 25 
Singer Albums

  Going the Distance    
  (Platinum)

  Description: Have Sims jog a   
  total of 2000 kilometers

  Going on Tour (Gold)

  Description: Visit the Military   
  Base three times

  Good Samaritan (Platinum)

  Description: Have a Good Sim  
  donate §30,000 to charity



  Guilty Conscience (Bronze)

  Description: Have a    
  Kleptomaniac Sim return 10   
  stolen items

  Hard Boiled Reporter   
  (Silver)

  Description: Have your 
  Investigative Reporter Sim In-
terview other Sims 5 times

  Hard Hitting in the    
  Primetime (Gold)

  Description: As a Star News 
  Anchor, Tell 20 Intriguing News 
Stories

  Head of the Family (Silver)

  Description: Get a Sim to have  
  30 grandchildren

  Heavenly Warmth (Silver)

  Description: Experience the  
  Warm Fuzzies of Angel Food   
  Cake

  Help! (Bronze)

  Description: Have your Sim   
  hire a babysitter

  Here’s the Dish (Bronze)

  Description: Have your   
  Kitchen Scullion Sim clean up  
  dishes 5 times

  Hit the Books (Gold)

  Description: Have a Sim go to  
  School

  Intellectual Pursuits (Bronze)

  Description: Have your Sim   
  play chess and use a 
  telescope

  Iron Swing (Bronze) 
  *Requires The Sims 3 
  Showtime

  Description: Play on a Golf 
Driving Range

  Is That Real? (Gold) 
  *Requires The Sims 3 
  Showtime

  Description: Have your Acro-
bat Sim perform the Human Statue trick 30 
times

  Kid Party Stuff (Bronze) 
  *Requires The Sims 3
   Showtime

  Description: Have a Magician 
perform the Free Birds, Wand into Flowers, 
and Instant Cards tricks 5 times each before 
becoming a Sim of Mystery

  King in Check (Platinum)

  Description: Have your Sims   
  win 70 ranked chess matches

  Leet Gamer Skillz (Gold) 
  *Requires The Sims 3 
  Showtime

  Description: Have your Sim 
play 100 two-player games on an Arcade Ma-
chine



  Legendary Performer Silver)  
  *Requires The Sims 3 
  Showtime

  Description: Have a Sim put 
on a Legendary Show as an Acrobat

  Librophile (Gold)

  Description: Have a Sim read  
  60 unique books

  Live Show Venue Trophies   
  (Silver) *Requires The Sims 
  3 Showtime

  Description: Win 3 Trophies at 
SimFests in Live Show Venues

  Love in So Many Words   
  (Silver)

  Description: Have your Sim   
  write 10 Romance Novels

  Loved and Lost (Bronze)

  Description: Have your Sim   
  experience a Broken Heart

  Magic and Mystery (Gold)   
  *Requires The Sims 3 
  Showtime

  Description: Have a Sim 
WooHoo in a Magician’s Box of Mystery 10 
times

  Master Astronomer (Gold)

  Description: Have a Sim dis  
  cover 25 Stars

  Master Chef (Silver)

  Description: Have your Sim   
  fullfill the Celebrated Five-Star  
  Chef Lifetime Wish

  Master Hacker (Gold)

  Description: Have a Computer  
  Whiz Sim make §10,000 from  
  hacking

  Master of Illusion (Silver)   
  *Requires The Sims 3 
  Showtime

  Description: Have a Sim fulfill 
the Master Magician Lifetime Wish

  Master of the Corporate   
  Destiny (Silver)

  Description: Fullfill the CEO of  
  a Mega Corporation Lifetime 
Wish

  Master of the DNA Destiny   
  (Silver)

  Description: Have your Sim   
  fulfill the Dynamic DNA Profiler 
Lifetime Wish

  Master the Space Destiny   
  (Silver)

  Description: Fulfill the   
  Become an Astronaut Lifetime  
Wish

  Master of the Spy Destiny   
  (Silver)

  Description: Have your Sim   
  fulfill the International 
Super Spy Lifetime Wish



  May I have a Volunteer?   
  (Bronze) *Requires The 
  Sims 3 Showtime

  Description: Have a Magician 
Sim perform the Swords of Destiny, Levitate 
Sim or The Vanishing Sim trick

  Me, Myself and I (Silver)

  Description: Have an Insane   
  Sim talk to themselves 15 
  times

  Mess of Meals (Bronze)

  Description: Have your Mess   
  Hall Server serve 5 great meals

  Moonlight Novelist (Silver)

  Description: Have your Book   
  Club Moderator Sim write 
  a novel

  Moving on Up (Gold)

  Description: Earn 10 raises as   
  a Power Broker

  My Magic is Stronger (Gold)  
  *Requires The Sims 3 
  Showtime

  Description: Have a Magician 
Sim levitate 50 other Sims

  No Chance of Rain (Silver)

  Description: As a Weatherman  
  or Weatherwoman, go 
  swimming at the Community 
Pool 5 separate times

  Now Sleep in It (Bronze)

  Description: Have your Sim   
  make the bed 20 times

  Oh Oh Domino! (Silver) 
  *Requires The Sims 3 
  Showtime

  Description: Play 5 four-player 
games of dominoes

  On the Ball (Silver) 
  *Requires The Sims 3 
  Showtime

  Description: Perform The Big 
Bounce 25 times

  Only the Best (Gold) 

  Description: Have your Sim   
  prepare 75 meals using only 
  perfect ingredients

  Pastry Perfect (Silver)

  Description: Have your Pastry  
  Chef Sim prepare 5 perfect   
  Key-Lime Pies

  Peacemaker (Silver)

  Description: Have a Good 
  Sim declare 10 truces with 
  enemies

  Perfect Portraiture (Silver)

  Description: As a Sketch   
  Artist, paint a portrait of a Sim



  Picture a Kiss (Silver) 
  *Requires The Sims 3 
  Showtime

  Description: Have your Sim 
WooHoo in a Photo Booth 10 times

  Plasma Rider (Silver) 
  *Requires The Sims 3 
  Showtime

  Description: Have a Sim ride 
the PlasmaPunch Gyroscopic Conductor 20 
times

  Pool Performer (Platinum) 
  *Requires The Sims 3
  Showtime

  Description: Have your Sim 
earn §10,000 in tips from playing pool

  Primetime Desk (Silver)

  Description: Have your Sim   
  fulfill the Star News Anchor   
  Lifetime Wish

  Profoundly Perfect Dishes 
  (Platinum)

  Description: Have Sims pre  
  pare 200 perfect meals

  Pump It Up! (Bronze)

  Description: Have your Sim   
  “get pumped!”

  Rest and Relaxation (Bronze)

  Description: Have your Sim try  
  a Day Spa Package

  Rising Star (Silver) 
  *Requires The Sims 3 
  Showtime

  Description: Have a Magician 
Sim levitate themselves 20 times

  Serenity Now (Bronze)

  Description: Have your Sim   
  get Stressed Out

  Serious Plumbing (Gold) 

  Description: Have your Sims   
  unclog 30 toilets and repair 
  20 sinks, 20 tubs, and 
20 showers

  Shocking Breakdowns 
  (Gold)

  Description: Have your Sims   
  repair 25 TVs, 30 stereos, 20 
computers, and 15 dishwashers

  Shocking Dismount (Bronze) 
  *Requires The Sims 3 
  Showtime

  Description: Have your Sim 
get Singed while riding the PlasmaPunch Gy-
roscopic Conductor

  Silly Shots (Bronze) 
  *Requires The Sims 3 
  Showtime

  Description: Have a Sim take a 
photo with another Sim in the Photo Booth 10 
times



  Sing it Again, Sim (Platinum) 
  *Requires The Sims 3 
  Showtime
  
  Description: Earn §20,000 in 
tips as a Singer

  Singing Mischief (Bronze) 
  *Requires The Sims 3
  Showtime

  Description: Collect a Lounge 
Lizard Gnome

  Sleeping with the Fishes   
  (Gold) *Requires The Sims 
  3 Showtime

  Description: Have your Magi-
cian Sim perform the Watery Grave trick 30 
times

  Snick Snacker (Bronze) 
  *Requires The Sims 3 
  Showtime

  Description: Have a Sim place 
10 Snack Bowls

  Someone’s Gotta Do It 
  (Bronze)

  Description: Have your Bed   
  Pan Cleaner Sim clean 5 toilets

  Something to Write About 
  (Silver)

  Description: Have your 
  Epitaph Writer Sim get mauled 
by a bear

  Store Run (Bronze)

  Description: Have your Sim   
  visit the Grocery Store

  Stage Magic (Silver) 
  *Requires The Sims 3 
  Showtime

  Description: Have a Magician 
Sim perform at least once at each venue type

  Steadiest of All Hands 
  (Silver)

  Description: Have your Sim   
  fulfill the World Renowned 
Surgeon Lifetime Wish

  Steal of a Lifetime (Silver)

  Description: Have your Sim   
  fulfill the Become a Master 
  Thief Lifetime Wish

  Steal with Style (Gold)

  Description: Have an Evil Sim  
  become a Master Thief in the  
  Criminal Career then steal can-
dy from 20 babies

  Strange Joy (Platinum)

  Description: Have a ghost   
  baby

  Stretch Yourself (Gold) 
  *Requires The Sims 3 
  Showtime

  Description: Have your Acro-
bat Sim perform 20 Gigs

  Strong Arm of the Gym 
  (Gold)

  Description: Have Sims work  
  out for a total of 150 hours



  Sturgeon Surgeon (Silver)

  Description: Have your 
  Trauma Surgeon Sim prepare   
  Great Sushi

  Style of Play (Platinum) 
  *Requires The Sims 3 
  Showtime

  Description: Have a Natural 
Born Performer Sim play chess with flair 100 
times

  Supporter of The Arts 
  (Bronze)

  Description: Have your Sim   
  visit the Art Gallery

  Ta-Da! (Bronze) 
  *Requires The Sims 3 
  Showtime

  Description: Have your Singer 
Sim perform each Sing-A-Gram 15 times

  Terrorizer (Bronze)

  Description: Have a Sim scare  
  5 other Sims

  The Bright Side (Bronze)

  Description: Have your day   
  brightened by a Good Sim

  The Magic of Money 
  (Platinum) *Requires The 
  Sims 3 Showtime

  Description: Earn §20,000 in 
tips as a Magician

  The Perfect Chef (Gold)

  Description: Prepare 3 Perfect  
  meals of the following: Grilled  
  Cheese, Hamburger, Stuffed 
Turkey, Goopy Carbonara, Tri-Tip Steak, and 
Stew Surprise

  The Show Must Go On 
  (Platinum) *Requires The 
  Sims 3 Showtime

  Description: Perform a Leg-
endary Acrobat Show in a Big Show Venue as 
a Ghost

  The Soundtrack of Your 
  Lifetime (Silver) *Requires 
  The Sims 3 Showtime

  Description: Fulfill the Vocal 
Legend Lifetime Wish

  The Town Tutor (Gold)

  Description: Have your Sim   
  tutor 40 other Sims

  Thug Muscle (Silver)

  Description: Have your Thug   
  Sim work out for 20 hours

  Til Death Do We Part (Silver)

  Description: Have your Sim   
  get married

  Too Busy to Clean (Bronze)

  Description: Have your Sim   
  hire a maid



  Too Close for Comfort 
  (Bronze) *Requires The 
  Sims 3 Showtime

  Description: Have a Sim nearly 
drown while attempting the Watery Grave 
trick

  Toward the Light (Bronze) 
  *Requires The Sims 3 
  Showtime

  Description: Have your Sim 
find a lamp

  Try The Goods (Silver)

  Description: Have your Spa   
  Package Seller Sim get a 
  massage

  Tutorific! (Gold)

  Description: Have your Sim   
  tutor 40 children or teens for   
  school

  Two on Two (Bronze) 
  *Requires The Sims 3
  Showtime

  Description: Play a four-player 
game of pool

  Upgrade Utopia (Platinum)

  Description: Have your Sims   
  upgrade 100 objects

  Vanishing Act (Silver) 
  *Requires The Sims 3 
  Showtime

  Description: Have your Magi-
cian Sim perform The Vanishing Sim trick 20 
times

  Visit a Live Show Venue 
  (Silver) *Requires The Sims 
  3 Showtime

  Description: Have a Sim Visit 
one of the Live Show Venues

  Watch What I Can Do!   
  (Bronze) *Requires The Sims 
  3 Showtime

  Description: Perform all Mime 
and Juggling stunts 3 times each before be-
coming a Performance Artist

  We’ll Call You (Bronze) 
  *Requires The Sims 3 
  Showtime

  Description: Have your Singer 
Sim audition for a gig 20 times

  What’s Cookin’? (Silver)

  Description: Have a Sim learn  
  30 recipes

  Wide Repertoire (Bronze) 
  *Requires The Sims 3 
  Showtime

  Description: Perform all 10 
Singer Career songs twice

  Winner in the Park! (Bronze) 
  *Requires The Sims 3 
  Showtime

  Description: Have your Singer, 
Magician, or Acrobat Sim win a SimFest in a 
Park

  Winning Streak (Silver)

  Description: Have your Sim   
  win 6 fights in a row



  Works Hard for the Money 
  (Platinum) *Requires The 
  Sims 3 Showtime

  Description: Earn §20,000 in 
tips as an Acrobat

  Yee-Haw! (Platinum) 
  *Requires The Sims 3 
  Showtime

  Description: Have your Sim 
ride a Mechanical Bull on the most difficult 
setting 100 times

  Your Mama the Llama 
  (Bronze)

  Description: Have your Sim   
  imply 6 Sims’ mothers are 
llamas

  Your Own Biggest Fan 
  (Silver) *Requires The Sims 
  3 Showtime

  Description: Have your Diva 
Sim compliment hemselves 15 times

  Your Right to Party (Bronze)

  Description: Throw an   
  Awesome Party
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